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The RGH Report
•We are in our last week in AZ. Next Monday, we
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•

will be driving to Pensacola, FL to visit friends
before returning to OH.
•Our niece, Judy, who has been camping in
Apache Junction, has been able to share lots of
trips with us the past few weeks.
The Myers” stopped by for dinner (Picture at right.)
Vicki and Sandy visited us en route to CA to visit
friends. We spent a day in the Tonto National Forrest
learning about desert plants and animals. (Pic below)
I have been walking 18 holes twice a week and my
step counter reports that results in 14,000 steps!
Ruth got me a Zepp device that tells me about my
golf swing path and speed. Jim Myers predicts it will
mess me up. So far, he is right…although I finally
broke 90 (87) on this long course (6300 yards) we
play.
Canadian golf friends, Kyler and Cameron, hosted a
party featuring Roger’s favorite movie, Maltese
Falcon. Roger and Harley talk about old movies while
we golf…it is no wonder we lose concentration and
walk so many steps. Paul, another of those
Canadians, drives a cart (400 steps). Other golfers,
Jack and Jean are serious…Jean shot 76!!! Lastly, we
are happy to welcome Dan Sibel back to rehab in AZ.
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After having red hair
for 70 years, err 80
years, I just discovered
that redheads are known
around the world as “Gingers.” No
one I know has heard of that before,
or at least have never shared that
with me. Redheads here say they
get teased about being “ginger.”
Our MI friends, Deb and Roger,
gave us a going away party during
this last week. We have made such
great friends here. (Picture below)
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